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The Beginnings of the Berkeley Historical Society in 1978

From Stephanie Manning, October 13, 2020: 

We talked about starting a Berkeley historical society a lot, for years, before it finally happened. Charles 
Marinovich kept saying, if all the small towns around here can have historical societies, it is no less than 
criminal that Berkeley shouldn’t have one also. With the centennial celebration, it became the obvious 
thing to do. And we in West Berkeley were celebrating Ocean View all along while fighting to save the 
neighborhood from urban renewal. . . . So many forces came together to bring formation of the Berkeley 
Historical Society at the time. . . . Malcolm Margolin was our first Annual Meeting speaker, having just 
written The Ohlone Way.

From Ken Stein, October 21, 2020:

In fond remembrance of the Centennial Exhibit Committee folk and those who attended the 
first meeting of the Berkeley Historical Society, no longer with us: Carroll Brentano, Louise 
Colombatto, Ellen Drori, Eugene P. Lasartemay, Charles S. Marinovich, Harry B. Morrison, 
Henry Pancoast, Johnnie Dell Robinson, Richard Sargent, Edward Staniford, Louis Stein, 
Mildred R. Stein, and T. Robert Yamada.

The “History of Berkeley” exhibit at the Berkeley Art Center in Live Oak Park, April 4–May 14, 1978, was 
done in conjunction with the celebration of the City of Berkeley’s official Centennial Celebration in April of 
1978. (Berkeley incorporated in 1878.) In a very real sense, this exhibit was the direct forerunner, impetus 
for, and amniotic fluid that resulted in the birth of the Berkeley Historical Society later that same year.

Most of the pieces in the exhibit were contributed by Louis Stein (no relation). I personally had 
maybe 20 or 30 pieces in the exhibit, mostly ephemeral items, many from the 1880s and 1890s.

(continued on page 3)

Early BHS presidents: Father Harry Morrison, Stephanie 
Manning, Gloria Cooper, Bob Yamada, Ken Stein.
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M.B. Curtis (1849-1920), a totally unique character in Berkeley’s history, 
is celebrated in The Man Who Lit Lady Liberty, by Richard Schwartz 
($30.00 members/$33.00 nonmembers).  Maurice Curtis (originally Moritz 
Strelinger) grew up in an immigrant family that succeeded in business in 
Detroit, but he was drawn to a peripatetic life on the stage.  As an actor 
and producer, he made it big with the play Sam’l of Posen, which he, his 
wife Marie, and company performed across the country from 1880 to 1896 
(with a few revivals thereafter).  

Flush with proceeds from performances of the hugely successful play, M.B. 
contributed improbably but significantly to the development of Berkeley.  
He and Marie had visited in 1886 while performing in San Francisco, 
and they determined to build their first permanent home in the little town 
exactly opposite the Golden Gate.  M.B. became a booster (financially and 
oratorically) of a Southern Pacific railway station in West Berkeley.  The 
station opened on October 2, 1887. 

M.B. acquired 12 acres in Peralta Park (north of Hopkins Street at Albina 
Avenue) in May 1887 and undertook to build the family house on Hopkins.  
In addition, he built a fine hotel in Peralta Park, which was completed in 
1889.  (The building never opened as a hotel and instead became a school; 
the site is now St. Mary’s College High School.)   M.B.’s wealth and fame 
attracted upmarket buyers to the Peralta Park, encouraging the construction 
of luxurious homes on lavish lots, such as the house built for J. A. Lueders 
on Albina Avenue (named by M.B. after Marie’s stage name).  However, 
various troubles eventually prompted M.B. to subdivide part of Peralta 
Park into smaller lots to attract buyers of modest but disposable means.  
Those troubles (fiscal mismanagement, inebriation . . . murder!) as well 
as M.B.’s many successes, are skillfully depicted in author Schwartz’s 
volume.  

As for M.B.’s role in illuminating the Statue of Liberty, you will have to 
read the book.  Respecting M.B.’s impact on the development of Berkeley, 
the Society also offers Exactly Opposite the Golden Gate, edited by 
Phil McArdle ($25/$27.50) and Berkeley, a City in History, by Charles 
Wollenberg ($20/$22).  If your interest in the source of Berkeley street 
names has been piqued by Posen and Albina, you will enjoy Quick Index 
to the Origin of Berkeley’s Names edited by John Aronovici ($10/$11).  
Looking up Curtis Street in the Quick Index reveals a small surprise:  the 
street is named not for M.B., but for Michael Curtis, an early Berkeley 
farmer. For a listing of these and other books in the Society’s inventory, 
check out http://www.berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org/store.html.

Until the pandemic once again allows opening of the History Center, all 
of these books are available for pickup outdoors by appointment. Use the 
contact info at top left of this page.
       George O. Petty



At this point I only have a few standout memories of the exhibit itself. I do recall that the exhibit committee put in long 
and hard hours in the months leading up to it—I wrote back then that the committee met and worked from January 
straight through to the opening of the exhibit on April 4—and that committee chair Frances Starn was totally devoted, 
hard-working, and stellar.

Agnes Reeves was an elderly lady who owned the Acheson Building, also known as Sill’s Grocery, that was for many 
years the home of Berkeley Ace Hardware. Among the things she contributed for the exhibit were some early railroad 
items, including an old railway lantern. Also included were two small ceramic pillow-shaped objects that had their 
original stenciled name on them. Something was also stenciled on them that indicated danger. We were told that they 
contained dynamite and had been used in the olden days for the railroad workers to put on tracks, so that they would 
explode when the train rolled over them and alert railway workers working down track that the train was on the way. 

I phoned the Berkeley Fire Department to find out if they were safe. They told us to evacuate the entire building 
immediately and sent over a fire truck and took them away, quite gingerly. They told us that dynamite that old (from 
the 1890s) was very unstable. Agnes Reeves was livid and demanded that they be returned to her, and threatened to 
take away everything of hers from the exhibit unless she got them back immediately! She never did actually get them 
back, and all of her other things stayed in the collection.

Accompanying the exhibit was a 33-page booklet, “A History of Berkeley,” that listed the committee members, Art 
Center staff, and lenders and provided a summary history of Berkeley, mainly historic photos with text on each 
opposite page.

Many of us on the Centennial Committee saw that it would be a great time to start a Berkeley Historical Society and 
Museum. After all, all of that “stuff” had been gathered up and there was tremendous enthusiasm in the air about 
Berkeley history. It was something that we on the committee undoubtedly talked about throughout the process of 
putting together that exhibit. 

As someone who had been interested in Berkeley history for a long time and had a large collection of Berkeley things 
myself, I had contacted the California Secretary of State a year or two earlier inquiring about how to incorporate as a 
nonprofit for the purposes of starting a Berkeley Historical Society/Museum Association. 

Even while the exhibit was still in development, I contacted and began meeting with T. Robert “Bob” Yamada in his 
store, Co-Op Books Unlimited, to talk about how we could make that happen. Bob was not on the exhibit committee, 
but I approached him because he was someone with solid standing who was well respected in the Berkeley community, 
and I knew he would be a great collaborator and partner in these efforts. In addition to lots else, he was friends with 
Rev. Harry Morrison, who was a priest at St Joseph the Workman Church [name later changed to Saint Joseph the 
Worker Church]. 

Harry Morrison was on the committee, and he would later be the first president of the Berkeley Historical Society. He 
came into all of this with a great interest in and understanding of the history of his parish and the tract of land it was 
on. His participation on the committee and later in the Historical Society was with the full blessing and cooperation 
of the much beloved activist priest, Father Bill O’Donnell. 

We put on a number of very good programs that year, including a two-hour lecture/slide presentation by Louis Stein 
about “Growing Up in Berkeley,” as well as a Berkeley history bus tour hosted by Ted Staniford. The first year I 
thought that developing and building membership was the most important thing, so I was the membership chair for 
that first year. I sent everyone who joined a typed “thank you” note on the back of a vintage Berkeley High School 
postcard. (I had one of the first Brother electronic word processing typewriters, which was used to good advantage.)

While the exhibit was going on, I continued meeting with Bob on a number of occasions in his office on the second-
floor balcony of his store, which I remember looked down over the entire store. Talking about what we needed to do 

(Beginnings - continued from page 1) 

(continued on page 4)
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The Centennial Exhibits Committee: Back row, Father Harry 
Morrison, Richard Sargent, Helen Schneider, Carl Worth 
(Berkeley Art Center director), Ellen Drori, Carroll Brentano, 
Frances Starn, Arlene Silk. Front row, Ken Stein,  Louis Stein, 
Dimitri Shipounoff.

to get from A to B. We compiled a list of good people to contact and began doing a lot networking, including doing 
a great deal of outreach to key people in the African American community, which I am (now that I see that list of 
people) glad to see was reflected in strong minority representation at the first meeting. 

My recollection is that Harry Morrison printed up the flyer announcing that first meeting, which was held at St. 
Joseph’s. I had saved the sign-up sheet for the first meeting. Eight of the 40 people there were other Committee 
members or Berkeley Art Center staff who had worked on the exhibit. 

The first meeting, which was held to discuss the scope and framework of the group and the development of a possible 
Berkeley history museum, was held on May 25, 1978 in the rectory of St Joseph’s Church. It is my recollection that 
Harry Morrison both hosted and ran the first meeting. As the primary organizer of the event, my phone number was 
listed as the first number to call to join or to get more information. People were more than ready, willing, and able to 
help get this moving forward. There was great enthusiasm. So, in a very real sense, I think that all of the people who 
attended that first meeting can rightfully be regarded as co-founders, whose efforts made this all happen. 

Nonetheless, and as we all know, things don’t just “happen.” And I am very proud of the important early role that I 
played in all of this, getting things moved off of the wouldn’t-it-be-a-good-idea dime. Great credit needs to be given 
to Henry Pancoast, who developed the first BHS bylaws. Not surprisingly, given the historical context of the times, 
and the fact that a great many people had discussed their wanting there to be a historical society, getting people to 
participate took hardly any urging or nudging whatsoever.

(Beginnings - continued from page 3) 



Creation of the Berkeley History Center 
with a Museum, Archive, and Library
Veterans Memorial Building, 1931 Center Street

By Linda Rosen, with Burl Willes and Brenda Luckin

In the beginning the Berkeley Historical Society had no permanent home and met where they could. One temporary 
location was in a narrow storage room filled with boxes at 1414 Walnut St. in the former Berkeley Unified School 
District Building. Then the BHS found a larger space in a Washington School Annex portable, but eventually they 
had to move to a tiny King Junior High portable with a leaky roof. All the while, though, they sponsored historical 
programs, wrote a newspaper series, and published books. 

Burl Willes met BHS President Gloria Cooper in 1982 and joined the BHS Board as Museum Committee Chair to find 
a permanent home. This task ended up taking nine years of determined effort. Ken Stein joined the effort for the first 
year. Burl and Gloria attended and spoke at public meetings regarding the Clark Kerr Campus planning (Schools for 
the Deaf and Blind site). Burl also tried Hillside School, Old City Hall, the Veterans Memorial Building, and more, 
but without luck. 

He had campaigned for Loni Hancock for mayor, going door-to-door to get votes from the merchants. After she was 
elected, Burl asked her to help. Loni was determined to help find a permanent home for the historical society, so she 
called a meeting with City staff to find a solution. Deputy Director of Public Works Patrick Keilch offered to secure 
the old Veterans Memorial Building. The 1928 Civic Center landmark, designed by architect Henry H. Meyers, had 
been sitting mostly unused for 22 years. Eventually, Patrick and Loni got the veterans to release the building, which 
was no easy task, and the City rented a portion of the building to the Berkeley Historical Society for a nominal fee 
starting in August 1992. Betsy Mueller was president at the time. 

Burl hired Brenda Luckin to clean the musty old “Gentlemen’s Lounge” and prepare it. She selected muted earth 
tones to complement the room and then painted and furnished the museum with the oak meeting table and chairs. 
She planned the museum walls, both permanent and moveable. She also designed the large counter and bookshelves, 
which had to be freestanding because the City would not let anything touch the original surfaces. Brenda and her 
husband, Vaea Marx, a well-respected UC art instructor and ceramic sculptor who worked with Peter Voulkos, did 
much of the work themselves. “Two very good carpenter brothers from Maine were visiting a friend of mine at the 
time and agreed to build the panels and counter to make a little cash. I was lucky; they were the best.” –Brenda Luckin

The first exhibit, History on the Park, opened on June 15, 1993, and featured the history of the police and fire 
departments, City Hall, Berkeley High School, and veterans organizations. Burl became History Center Manager 
five days a week for about three years. He secured the glass display cases when the Berkeley Public Library replaced 
theirs. Linda and Steve Rosen donated an oak desk, several oak filing cabinets, and some digital equipment. Many 
others contributed to make this a functional space to store and display Berkeley history. Ken Cardwell, who had years 
of experience in the UC Berkeley College of Environmental Design archive, set up a cataloguing system and helped 
meet museum exhibit standards. Ken Stein acquired the Louis and Robert Stein photo collection after Louis’ death. 
Then Steve Rosen, Ken Cardwell, John Aronovici, and other volunteers scanned the photographs, and Linda Rosen 
and others wrote captions. 

The Berkeley Historical Society set up an archive storage and work space on the second floor of the building. It was 
now able to maintain the Berkeley History Center with a library, exhibition space, and a vast, growing collection 
of photographs, materials, and memorabilia relating to Berkeley. The collection and library expanded as the BHS 
mounted a variety of exhibits, contacts with the community grew, and a dedicated volunteer corps continued to evolve.
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David Park, A Retrospective

By Burl Willes

David Park, A Retrospective opened this fall at SFMOMA, scheduled to run through January 18, 2021. It was 
open to the public briefly, and I was pleased to have a chance to see it. Unfortunately, due to the recent increase in 
COVID-19 cases it had to close again. However, I recommend the free audio tour (https://www.sfmoma.org/listen/
david-park-a-retrospective-audio-guide/) to anyone interested in the vibrant Berkeley art scene of the late 1940s 
and 1950s. Each segment of the tour focuses on a specific painting.

Born in Boston in 1911, Park spent much of his youth drawing, painting and playing the piano. He was not 
interested in school, and his parents supported his wish to live with his aunt Edith Park Truesdell, in Los Angeles. 
Recognizing her nephew’s talent, this charismatic and lively artist arranged for him to study at the Otis Art 
Institute of Los Angeles. So in 1928 , with parental blessing, he crossed the U.S. in  his Model T Ford to live for a 
year with his aunt and attend art school.

Attracted by the lively art scene in the Bay Area, Park moved to Berkeley in 1929 and took classes at the California 
School of Fine Arts, now known as the San Francisco Art Institute. In 1930, he married Lydia Elizabeth Newell. 
The couple had two children: Natalie, born in 1931, and Helen, born in 1933. The Oakland Art Gallery gave Park 
his first solo show in 1930.

By 1943 he was teaching at the California School of Fine Arts, where he met Richard Diebenkorn, a fellow 
musician and painter who became a lifelong friend. In 1946 he started teaching at UC Berkeley and moved to a 
home at 697 Santa Barbara in the Berkeley Hills that rented for $40.00 a month.

Park was unhappy with “copying the mainstream” and felt his abstract art was “contrived.”  At the end of 1949 or 
early 1950, the couple filled their “woody” wagon with canvasses and took them to the Berkeley dump.

In a figurative style depicting his love of people and everyday Berkeley activities like playing musical instru-
ments, riding a bicycle or grocery shopping, Park’s change of style surprised and shocked fellow artists Richard 
Diebenkorn and Elmer Bischoff. But Park’s joy and happiness with his new work soon brought converts including 
both Bischoff and Diebenkorn and the Bay Area Figurative Movement was launched.

Helen Park Bigelow recalled recently how she loved to watch her father paint. After class at Berkeley High School, 
she would walk to her father’s art studio above a large department store on Shattuck Avenue (possibly Hink’s). 
Entering quietly and pretending to do her homework on a nearby couch, she watched in fascination as he painted 
from memory. “He was a very slow painter and would paint a few strokes and then back far away from the canvas 
to make sure it was right. He did this repeatedly and must’ve walked miles in one day.” As the light faded in the 
studio, Helen would gather her books and Park would accompany his daughter home on the bus.

Berkeley Historical Society docent Buzz Cardoza was a paperboy in 1946-1949. Living at 60 Halkin Lane, he 
would pick up about 60 Berkeley Daily Gazettes left for him downhill on the corner of Halkin and Spruce, then 
deliver them on foot as the hills were too steep for a bicycle. Lydia and David Park were subscribers at 697 Santa 
Barbara. Once a month, young Buzz, accompanied by his father, would knock on doors in the early evening to 
collect $1.00 a month for the delivery. Stopping at the Park house was memorable because a strikingly beautiful 
woman answered the door and handed him the dollar.

Also noticeable was the front door. It would never really close properly because the house had shifted badly on 
the hillside. Lydia loved the roof (she would sunbathe nude there) and the Bay view from a large window in the 
living room. In 1952, their house shifted badly and the plate glass window shattered. She refused to stay another 
night in the dilapidated house.

(continued on page 7)



Both Elmer Bischoff and Richard Diebenkorn lived in the Elmwood, and they may have helped to find an 
apartment for the Parks at 2627 Piedmont Ave. Now the three painters were within easy walking distance of each 
other. Watching their budgets, the painters shared the expense of a model once a week followed by a session of 
live music. 

If they didn’t have enough money to pay the model, sometimes they gave her a few sketches. If the model failed 
to show, they painted each other. Dozens of these fascinating images of Park, Diebenkorn, and Bischoff are in the 
current show.

Architect and Berkeley civic activist Patrick Sheahan grew up in a brown-shingle home owned by his parents 
at 2639 Russell Street. Near College Avenue,  it still exists today across from Baker & Commons (formerly the 
Elmwood Pharmacy and Soda Fountain). Patrick recalled recently that their home was a regular gathering spot for 
artists and art lovers.

The three Elmwood painters walked from Webster (Diebenkorn), Regent (Bischoff), and Piedmont (Park). 
Sometimes painters Clyfford Still, Hassel Smith and Joan Brown came. Free wine was a big draw, along with 
good food, conversation, music, and perhaps dancing. 

But the good times came to a crashing end when their mentor David Park was diagnosed with terminal cancer in 
May 1960. Now living in a Bay-view home they had purchased at 1629 La Vereda, Park continued to draw using 
the newly developed color marking pens.

In his final months, and at the top of his form, he managed to create images on a long paper scroll while lying in 
bed. As seen in the exhibit, the drawings recall his love of Berkeley, the ordinary people, the everyday scenes. 

David Park died on September 30, 1960 at age 49.

The Parks bought this Bay-view home at 
1629 La Vereda in 1955.                              
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David Park, Rehearsal, late 1949 or 1950, probably 
his first postwar figurative painting. A “sliver” of Park’s 
head is visible while he plays the piano. Collection of the 
Oakland Museum of California.
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       Histories and Historians of the Berkeley Fire Department
       By Fred Etzel 

With the major influx to the Bay Area of non-native settlers beginning in 1849, various municipal fire departments 
and fire protection agencies, both volunteer and paid, were formed. This article briefly surveys four of the histories 
and historians of the Berkeley Fire Department.

Programs from the Annual Dinners of the Veteran Volunteer Firemen’s Association of Berkeley, 1934 to 
1954. In 1904, Berkeley replaced its volunteer fire organization with a paid fire department. The displaced firemen 
formed the Veteran Volunteer Firemen’s Association of Berkeley, which held annual dinners from 1934 to 1954. 
The association published a booklet or program for each dinner. Both the BHS archives and the history room of 
the Berkeley Public Library hold a collection of the programs prepared for and distributed at the annual dinners.  

Shown here is the cover of the 14-page booklet prepared for the Second 
Annual Dinner held on October 8, 1935 at the Hotel Whitecotton, now 
known as the Hotel Shattuck Plaza. The booklet contains a one-page 
“Accomplishments of the Past Year,” followed by a one-page “Fire 
Fighting History.” That annual dinner included group singing by the 
attendees, led by Lydia Sturtevant.  Known as Berkeley’s Opera Singer, 
Sturtevant had been married to Police Chief August Vollmer from 1911 
to 1920. The programs from the annual dinners document an important 
period in the history of the Fire Department.

Exactly Opposite the Golden Gate: Essays on Berkeley’s History, 
1845–1945. In 1983, the Berkeley Historical Society published a single 
volume collection of short essays on Berkeley history, previously 
published in the Berkeley Gazette.  The collection was published in both 
hardcover and paperback formats, and is available at the BHS History 
Center.  Included in the collection are two essays on the Berkeley Fire 
Department. One essay, by  Dr. Edward F. (Ted) Staniford, is entitled 
“Volunteer Fire Departments.”  Staniford was a faculty member at 
Chabot College, Hayward, where he taught for 18 years until his death 
on December 23, 1980. Dr. Staniford also wrote Chabot College: The 
First Twenty Years, An Informal History. The second essay, entitled 
“Chief Rose’s Report” (on the September 1923 fire), is by Therese Pipe, 

a longtime Berkeley resident who is a valued former board member of the Berkeley Historical Society. Ms. Pipe has 
written numerous articles for this newsletter. 

History of the Berkeley Fire Department, Mike Flynn, Apparatus Operator (ret.) Station 4.  Around the turn of 
this century, Mike Flynn wrote a nine-page history of the Berkeley Fire Department covering the period from 1877 to 
1999.  It is an excellent overview of the history of the Fire Department, written by a sworn member of the Department. 
Flynn’s insightful history provides a perspective not found in other histories of the Fire Department.  Flynn’s history 
appears online at: https://www.cityofberkeley.info/Fire/Home/Department_History.aspx.

Tempered by Fire: History of the Berkeley Fire Department, Linda Rosen, Berkeley Historical Society, 2005.  
Rosen’s 46-page book is the authoritative history of the Berkeley Fire Department from its beginning in 1877 to 2005. 
Copies are for sale at the BHS History Center.  An  educator, local historian, and former longtime BHS board member, 
as well as a poet who lives in Berkeley,  Rosen created the first-ever Timeline of Berkeley History to celebrate the 40th 
anniversary of BHS in 2018.  The timeline is located near the entrance of the BHS History Center.  She is preparing 
a book-length version of the timeline for publication by the Berkeley Historical Society.



Linda Rosen concluded Tempered by Fire with this poem, inspired by the photo 
below: 
    ON PERMANENCE
          Angry fire mouth quickly devours
   An eerie forest of Corinthian columns laid bare
   And here and there a chimney
   No longer to burn.
   Empty hearth, no way to gather.
      Seeds are scattered
   Freshly cleansed land for the taking.
   Ravenous life rebuilds, no lessons learned.
   All seems well again —
   An officer stands guard.

   Copyright © Sept. 1998-2020 by Linda P. Rosen

The next history of the Berkeley Fire Department will likely recount the Red Flag Warning issued by Berkeley city 
officials on Sunday, October 25, 2020. As reported in the October 28, 2020 issue of The Daily Californian,

Berkeley Mayor Jesse Arreguín described the city’s response to the red flag warning issued for the Bay Area 
beginning Sunday morning as “unprecedented.” The Berkeley Fire Department worked with neighboring 
jurisdictions and added more patrols in the Berkeley Hills to monitor conditions throughout the red flag 
warning period, according to Arreguín. The winds experienced Sunday through Monday were the strongest 
ones this year, Arreguín added. The National Weather Service declared an “extremely critical” risk for fire 
danger across the East Bay due to the high winds and low humidity levels. “Such unprecedented conditions 
required an unprecedented response,” Arreguin said in an email. 

The city also encouraged residents high in the hills to sleep elsewhere for two nights. As offshore winds subsided in 
Northern California, the wildfire threat subsided. But it is likely that more red flag warnings are in Berkeley’s future. 
We can all hope that through increased vigilance there will be no more firestorm disasters like those of 1923 and 1991.
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"Gourmet Ghetto" History Virtual  Walking Tour
Sunday, January 10, 3 p.m., on Zoom

Bob Johnson will present an illustrated talk covering the key points he would make on an actual walking tour of the 
North Shattuck area. Please sign up on Eventbrite, event #131972247545.

This tour, in conjunction with our exhibit on Berkeley’s Fascination with Food (exhibitsbhs.org), will explore the 
North Shattuck Avenue area, where many claim a revolution in how Americans eat was born. You'll see historic 
photos and hear stories about the pioneering establishments Peet’s Coffee (the first one), the Cheese Board, and 
Chez Panisse and the locations of other noteworthy food businesses past and present. The virtual tour will also cover 
some much earlier history, including the steam train and early commercial development as well as novel housing 
developments and homes of famous women.

Speaker/tour leader Bob Johnson co-authored the Berkeley Walks book and has led many walks for Berkeley Historical 
Society, Berkeley Path Wanderers, and other groups.

Steam train at Shattuck and Vine, early 1900s, BHS #9051. Alfred Peet (Peet’s Coffee, Facebook)
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If you received this newsletter by mail, please check your mailing label, and if your membership has expired, 
we hope to hear from you soon! If you are not yet a member or your membership has lapsed, please consider 
joining the Berkeley Historical Society! Membership dues are the primary support for our many activities. 
Members receive the quarterly newsletter and discounts on our walking tours and book purchases. All dues 
and donations are tax deductible as provided by law. BHS is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, federal tax ID # 94-
2619129. We are always looking for new members, so we invite you to share your newsletter with friends 
who might be interested in Berkeley history, or bring a friend to visit the History Center.
For all questions or comments regarding membership, please contact Phyllis Gale, Membership Secretary, 
at 510-508-4389 or membership@berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org.

Name(s)___________________________________ Phone______________Email_______________________

Mailing Address____________________________________ City______________ State___ ZIP___________            

□ MEMBERSHIP  I would like to support BHS through a one-year membership:  □ NEW   □  RENEWAL

     □ Individual $25       □ Family $30      □ Contributor $50      □ Sponsor $100 

                            □ Life Member $500       □ Business $100      □ Student/Low Income  $15       

□ I would like to give a Gift of Membership to ____________________________________ (Please include 
separate form or piece of paper with recipient name(s), address, phone number, and email.) 

□  DONATION  I would like to support BHS through a gift:  

  □ To the General Operating Fund  $_______         □ To the Louis Stein Endowment Fund  $_______ 

         □ I have historic materials I may be interested in donating (or lending for scanning); please contact me.      
            Notes:

        __________________________________________________________________________________________         

□  VOLUNTEER  I am interested in volunteering at the Berkeley Historical Society.  Please have someone 
contact me. Notes: 

         __________________________________________________________________________________________      

PAYMENT INFORMATION:   Total amount $________  □ Cash   □ Check (payable to BHS)  □ Credit card    

I agree to the one time only charge of  $ ________  to my credit card payable to the Berkeley Historical Society for 
membership dues and/or other donations. A receipt will be emailed. Credit card information will be destroyed once 
payment is validated. More information on the BHS credit card authorization policy and privacy policy can be found at 
www.berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org/privacy_policy.html. 

Signature ________________________________________  Date ________________

MAIL PAYMENT TO: Berkeley Historical Society, P.O. Box 1190, Berkeley, CA 94701. Thank you!

Support the Berkeley Historical Society
Is it time to renew your membership?

 Expiration      Security   Cardholder
     date             code        zipcode

    Mastercard
      Visa
      Discover
      Amex                 Name on card                                                           Card number                                        



“Leuder House west facade, November 18,2020, 4:03 pm.  
Photo by George O. Petty.”
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Lueders House west facade, November 18, 2020, 4:03 pm. Photo by George Petty.

Peralta Park Hotel under construction, 1889, O. V. Lange photo, BHS #0368


